
REPLY TO ANONYMOUS REFEREE #2 
 

 

Dear authors,  
I read the response to the review #2 and appreciate that the comments were addressed 
thoroughly. Thank you for the clarification regarding THEA and TIPA.  
 
One important comment though regarding the transport of photons in inhomogeneous 
atmospheres: The net transport of photons does not necessarily occur from optically 
thick to thin regions because the spatial context and scale over which the transport 
occurs needs to be considered. In some cases, such as the figure that you included in the 
response, the transport does indeed occur from "thick" to "thin", but imagine a case 
where a pixel has an optically thicker neighbor right next to it, but then an optically 
thinner pixel that follows "next door". Which direction does the transport go then? An 
extreme example for this scenario is an isolated cumulus cell, which obviously has 
internal variability in terms of the optical thickness, so following the assertion that 
"bright pixels get darker", and "dark pixels get brighter" that one might make after 
looking at the stratocumulus figure you included, one would think that this would also 
happen in the isolated cloud. Instead, almost every pixel in the cloud will get darker 
because the cloud scatters radiation into the clear-sky regions surrounding it, regardless 
of the immediate neighbors, which may have a larger optical thickness. This is what I 
mean by "spatial context" and "spatial scale". 
 
I hope this is making sense; I would like to emphasize that my statement does mean the 
net effect of the direction of photon transport. There is no set-in-stone correlation 
between the gradient in optical thickness and the direction and magnitude of net photon 
transport. This is not just a theoretical assertion, but has been published for observed 
clouds. 
 
I believe that the manuscript is ready to be published, but I'd like to avoid a statement 
regarding the direction of net photon transport that is not generally valid. 
  

We would like to thanks one more time referee #2 for his careful reading of the manuscript. 
Referee #2 comments and suggestions have significantly improved the substance and the form 
of the manuscript. Concerning the particular point of this revision, please find our reply below: 
 
We believe that technically, our assertion that "bright pixels get darker", and "dark pixels get 
brighter" still holds for the isolated cloud example the referee #2 described. As referee #2 pointed 
out, the bright pixels (that is, pixels containing the isolated cloud) get darker. One could argue 
that the surrounding darker (cloud-free) pixels get brighter by the radiation scattered toward 
them from the cloud sides—that is, through the 3D process mentioned in some papers dealing 
with aerosol remote sensing (e.g., Wen, G., A. Marshak, and R. F. Cahalan. 2008. "Importance of 
molecular Rayleigh scattering in the enhancement of clear sky radiance in the vicinity of boundary 
layer cumulus clouds." J. Geophys. Res.. 113, doi: 10.1029/2008JD010592).  
 



On the other hand, we agree that, in some particular situations, small-scale variations in density 
can lead to that the net radiation goes from thin to thick regions. Therefore, to address this 
situation we add the following sentence in the manuscript after the description of the net 
radiation flux, page 8 around line 5: 
 We note, however, that the impact of density variations on the flow of net radiation is inherently 
scale dependent. For example, large-scale structures may guide the net radiation to flow 
toward—and through—small pockets of high density. 
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Abstract. In a context of global climate change, the understanding of the radiative role of clouds is crucial. Ice clouds such as

cirrus have, on average,On average, ice clouds such as cirrus, have a significant positive radiative effect, while inbut under some

conditions itthe effect may be negative. However, many uncertainties remain onregarding the role of this type ofice clouds on

Earth’s radiative budget and in a changing climate. Global satellite observations are particularly well suited to monitor clouds,

retrieve their characteristics and infer their radiative impact. To retrieve ice cloud properties (optical thickness and ice crystal5

effective size), current operational algorithms assume that each pixel of the observed scene is plane-parallel and homogeneous,

and that there is no radiative connection between neighboring pixels. Yet, this retrieval representation isthese retrieval assumptions

are far from the reality, where theaccurate, as real radiative transfer is 3D. This leading to the plane parallel and homogeneous

bias (PPHB) andplus the independent pixel approximation bias (IPAB) impactingwhich impacts both the estimation of top of the

atmosphere (TOA) radiation and the retrievals. An important factor that constrainsdetermines the impact of these assumptions10

is the sensor spatial resolution. High spatial resolution pixels can better represent cloud variability (low PPHB), butthough the

radiative path through the cloud can involve many pixels (high IPAB). In contrast, low spatial resolution pixels poorly represent

the cloud variability (high PPHB) but the radiation is better contained within the pixel field of view (low IPAB). In addition, the

solar and viewing geometry (as well as cloud optical properties) can modulate the magnitude of the PPHB and IPAB. In this

Part II of our study, we have simulated TOA 0.86 µm and 2.13 µm solar reflectances over a cirrus uncinus scene produced by15

the 3DCLOUD model. Then, 3D radiative transfer simulations are performed bywith the 3DMCPOL code at spatial resolutions

ranging from 50 m to 10 km, for twelve viewing geometries and nine solar geometries. It is found that, for simulated nadir

observations taken at resolution higher than 2.5 km, horizontal radiation transport (HRT) dominates biases between 3D and

1D reflectance calculations, but it isthese biases are mitigated by the side illumination and shadowing effects for off-zenith

solar geometries. At resolutions coarser than 2.5 km, PPHB dominates. For off-nadir observations at resolutions higher than20

2.5 km, the effect that we call THEAB (Tilted and Homogeneous Extinction Approximation Bias) due to the oblique line of

sight passing through many cloud columns contributes to a large increase of the reflectances, but other 3D radiative effects such
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as shadowing and side illumination for oblique Sun are also important. Similar to nadir simulations, side illumination effects mitigate the

HRT. At resolutions coarser than 2.5 km, the PPHB is again the dominant effect. The magnitude and resolution-dependence of

PPHB and IPAB is very different for visible, near-infrared, and shortwave infrared channels compared with the thermal infrared

channels discussed in Part I of this study. This strong wavelength dependency of cirrus cloud 3D radiative effectsThe contrast of 3D radiative

effects between solar and thermal infrared channels may be a significant issue for retrieval techniques that simultaneously use5

radiative measurements across a wide range of solar reflectance and infrared wavelengths.

1 Introduction

Clouds cover between 60% to 70% of the Earth’s surface and are one of the principal actors in the Earth’s radiative budget

(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report 5 Boucher et al. (2013)). On average, they lead to a net

radiative effect of about �20 W ·m�2 (Ramanathan et al., 1989) but this estimation depends on the global circulation model10

(GCM, Lane et al. (2000); Dufresne and Bony (2008)). It is therefore necessary to better understand clouds and their interaction

with radiation. As part of the wide diversity of clouds, high altitude clouds such as cirrus play an important role in the climate

and onin the Earth’s radiation budget (Hartmann and Short (1980); Ohring and Clapp (1980); Liou (1986); Stephens (2005);

Eguchi et al. (2007)). TheyCirrus cover a large part of the Earth’s surface (15 % to 40 %, Sassen et al. (2008)) and their high

altitude implies a large temperature difference between the cloud top and Earth’s surface temperature. Such large difference15

produces an efficient greenhouse effect by trapping part of the infrared radiation emitted by the surface. Meanwhile, part of the

incident solar radiation is reflected to space due to the albedo effect, particularly when the optical thicknesses is large (greater

than 10 (Choi and Ho, 2006)). Most of the cirrus clouds are optically thin (optical thickness less than 3 at 532 nm, Sassen et al.

(2008)), leading to an average positive radiative effect (e.g., a greenhouse effect) of about +28W ·m�2 (Boucher et al., 2013).

However, their radiative impact depends on numerous factors, such as cloud altitude (Corti and Peter, 2009), cloud thickness20

(Jensen et al., 1994), crystal shape and size parameter (Min et al., 2010) and temperature (Katagiri et al., 2013). Furthermore, in

contrast to the light scattering by spherical water droplets which can be solved using the Mie theory, there is no exact solution

for ice crystal scattering due to the multiplicity of crystal sizes and shapes (Lynch et al. (2002)).

Passive satellite sensors are well suited for global temporal and spatial observations of clouds, but the number of retrievable25

cloud parameters is limited, on the one hand, by the information content of the radiative measurementsand, on the other hand, by the

retrieval methods. Cloud optical thickness (COT) and cloud effective particle radius (CER) can be retrieved from space-based

radiometric measurements using dedicated operational algorithms. Most algorithms are developed for solar-reflectance bands,

like the operational algorithm of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS, Platnick et al. (2017)) for the

MOD06 product; Minnis et al. (2011) for the CERES product). Currently, operational constraints such as time constraints or the30

lack of information regarding the 3 three-dimensional (3D) structure of clouds necessitate the use of a simplified cloud when

operationally retrieving cloud properties. In one approach for processing the observations from an area, clouds are considered

flat and homogeneous over the entire area. This hypothesis is namedknown as the homogeneous plane parallel approximation
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(PPHA, Cahalan et al. (1994)). If each cloudy pixel is considered flat, homogeneous and independent of its neighbors, this is

called the homogeneous independent pixel approximation (IPA , Cahalan et al. (1994)) or homogeneous independent column

approximation (ICA, Stephens et al. (1991)). Such representation implies that no interaction between pixels or cloudy columns

is taken into account between the assumed homogeneous pixels. This is often far from the reality, where clouds have complex

three-dimensional and heterogeneous structures and where the radiative transfer occurs in 3D, and this can lead to errors in5

cloud property retrievals.

Therefore, a means for quantifying the impact of realistic cloud heterogeneities is necessary to begin to understand potential

cirrus retrieval errors. Numerous studies have examined this issue for cloud products derived from solar spectral reflectance

measurements, but mainly for warm liquid water clouds (e.g. stratocumulus clouds). Indeed, Varnai and Marshak (2001); Zin-10

ner and Mayer (2006); Kato and Marshak (2009) and Zhang and Platnick (2011) (and references therein) have shown that

neglected cloud horizontal and vertical inhomogeneities can lead to an erroneous albedo oron top of the atmosphere (TOA)

reflectances estimates, depending on numerous factors such as sensor spatial resolution, the wavelength range, observation

geometry, and cloud type, etc. ConcerningRegarding cirrus clouds in the solar spectral range, Buschmann et al. (2002) found

that, for cirrus clouds with mean optical thicknesses smaller than 5 and with relative optical thickness variances smaller than15

0.2, retrieval errors due to the cloud homogeneous assumption are smaller than ±10%. Carlin et al. (2002) showed that, due to

horizontal cirrus inhomogeneity, both solar albedo and outgoing long wave radiation biases could reach 15W ·m�2 in magni-

tude. Using spectral irradiance measurements below and above tropical cirrus, Schmidt et al. (2009) showed that solar radiation

in the visible wavelength range is significantly decreased due to net horizontal radiation transport, especially near cloud edges.

Zhang et al. (2010) showed that the vertically homogeneous column assumption used in solar reflectance bi-spectral and ther-20

mal infrared retrieval techniques may lead to underestimates of COT and CER of thin cirrus due to the non-linear dependaence

of ice crystal scattering properties on the effective size. More recently, Fauchez et al. (2012, 2014) showed that 3D thermal

infrared (TIR) brightness temperatures (BT) at TOA can be up to 15 K greater than those computed from a 1D radiative trans-

fer code. (Fauchez et al., 2016) have also showed that, at nadir, 3D radiances are larger than their 1D counterparts for direct

emission but smaller for scattered radiation. They have also developed a hybrid model based on exact 3D direct emission,25

the first scattering order from 1D in each homogenized column, and an empirical adjustment which is linearly dependent on

the optical thickness to account for higher scattering orders to drastically reduce the 3D RT computational time. Concerning

cirrus cloud optical property retrievals, Fauchez et al. (2015) showed that cirrus heterogeneity effects can significantly influence

cirrus optical property retrievalsimpact them (up to 20% for COT and 100% for CER retrievals) at the 1 km scale of MODIS TIR

observations while Zhou et al. (2016) have found similar values for COT retrieved from solar reflectance-based retrievals. In30

the TIR, TOA BT differences and retrieval errors due to cloud inhomogeneities and 3D effects are mainly dependentdepend mainly

on the standard deviation of optical thickness within a 1 km pixel. Thus, At the 1 km scale, the differences between 3D TIR

radiative transfer from heterogeneous pixels and 1D radiative transfer from homogeneous pixels are mainly dominated by the

failure of the PPHB.

35
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Most of these previous studies have been performed at the typical 1 km nadir spatial resolution of polar orbiting imagers.

H: however, the impact of the cloud homogeneous assumption depends on the scale at which the cloud is considered homoge-

neous. For liquid water clouds Davis et al. (1997) have examined cloud heterogeneities as a function of scale for stratocumulus

clouds. They highlightedfound that the impact of the cloud inhomogeneities on the optical thickness retrieval is at a minimum

around 1 km - 2 km resolution. Indeed, On the one hand, the 3D radiative impact increases at finer spatial resolutions because5

the photon mean path becomes as large or larger than the pixel size. On the other hand,; conversely, at coarser spatial resolutions,

the plane parallel and homogeneous bias (PPHB) is enhanced because the pixel becomes larger than the homogeneity scale.

In addition, Zhang et al. (2012) showed that at 100 m spatial resolution, 3-D radiative transfer effects on CER retrieval, such as side illu-

mination and shadowing, are much larger at 2.1 than 3.7 µm but because side illumination and shadowing effects almost cancel out each other, there is an

overall agreement between CER retrieved based on 2.1 or 3.7 µm.3D radiative transfer effects, such as side illumination and shadowing,10

can produce significant differences between CER retrievals based on either 2.1 or 3.7 µm reflectances (along with 0.86 µm)

for water cloud. Indeed, the authors showed that 3D effects have stronger impacts on CER retrievals based on 2.1 than on

3.7 µm, leading to positive difference between the two from cloud side illumination and a negative difference from cloud

shadowed side. However, these two opposite effects cancel each other out on the domain average, leading to an overall statis-

tical agreement between the CER retrievals. HoweverYet, at resolutions similar to MODIS, while boththe two 3D effects cancel15

each other out, CER retrieved at 2.1 µm is systematically larger than the CER retrieved at 3.7 µm when averaged over the

LES domain because of cloud horizontal inhomogeneity (PPHB). These results are important for assessing the overall retrieval

errors from various space-borne imagers having different spatial resolutions and determining, if possible, which resolution is

better to mitigate the effects of cloud heterogeneities on radiance measurements.

20

In Part I of our study, Fauchez et al. (2017a) discussed the impact of ice cloud (cirrus) heterogeneities as a function of pixel

size by simulating MODIS thermal infrared channel measurements. It was shown that the spatial resolution range where the

combination of heterogeneity and 3D effects is at its minimum falls between 100 m and 250 m. In Part II of this study, we focus

our attention on simulating MODIS visible-near-infrared (VNIR) and shortwave infrared (SWIR) reflectance measurements in

the 0.86 µm and 2.13 µm MODIS channels, respectively; these channels are currently used to retrieve cloud optical proper-25

ties over water surfaces in the operational MODIS cloud product MOD06 (Platnick et al., 2017). EffectsThe effects of cloud

heterogeneity are studied for different viewing and solar angles as a function of spatial resolutions ranging from 50 m to 10 km.

In the next section, we briefly describe the cloud generator model 3DCLOUD (Szczap et al. (2014)) and the 3D radiative

transfer model 3DMCPOL (Cornet et al. (2010), Fauchez et al. (2012, 2014)) used to simulate the 3D radiative transfer for30

heterogeneous cirrus clouds. In Section 3 we describe the cloud heterogeneity effects for solar reflectance channels . In Sand

in section 4, we study the dependence of horizontal heterogeneity effects on spatial resolution and observation geometry. Our

summary and conclusions are given in Section 5.
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2 Simulation of 3D radiative transfer through a realistic 3D heterogeneous cirrus field

The single cirrus field modeled in this paper is identical to the one presented by Fauchez et al. (2017a) in Part I. This allows

comparisons of those TIR results presented in Part I (Fauchez et al., 2017a) with the VNIR/SWIR results in this Part II. The

cirrus field is modeled with the 3DCLOUD (Szczap et al. (2014); Alkasem et al. (2017)) model that simulates 3D cloud structures

by assimilating meteorological profiles and by solving simplified basic atmospheric equationscode for a mid-latitude summer atmosphere profile5

(see Fauchez et al. (2017b) Fig. 2) . The scale invariant properties observed for clouds are then constrained by 3DCLOUD using

a Fourier filtering method to follow a -5/3 spectral slope (Hogan and Kew (2005), Szczap et al. (2014)) using a Fourier filtering

method. This method ensures that the horizontal variation of the ice water content (IWC) is consistent with observations (Hogan

and Kew (2005); Fauchez et al. (2014)).

10

The radiative transfer simulations are then performed using the 3DMCPOL Monte Carlo radiative transfer (RT) code (Cornet

et al. (2010), Fauchez et al. (2014)) assuming cyclic boundary conditions are imposed at the edges of the domain. Cirrus optical

properties are parameterized using the same microphysical model assumed by the MODIS Collection 6 (MOD06) cloud prod-

uct, namely the severely roughened single-habit column aggregate from Yang et al. (2013). The domain mean optical thickness

of the 3DCLOUD cirrus is 1.5 at 0.86 µm, and the cloud is assumed to have a constant CER of 10 µm. Note that while the15

microphysical properties are homogeneous, the extinction coefficient varies horizontally and vertically. The optical properties

of the assumed ice crystals used at two MODIS channels are shown in Table 1.

Solar reflectances are computed with 3DMCPOL for MODIS channel 2 (centered at 0.86 µm) and 7 (centered at 2.13 µm).

Five solar geometries are considered: (⇥s = 0�; �s = 0�), (⇥s = 30�; �s = 0�, 90� and 180�) and (⇥s = 60�; �s = 0�) with20

⇥s and �s corresponding to solar zenith and azimuth angles, respectively. For each of these anglessolar directions, reflectances

are computed for twelve viewing geometriesare computed: three viewviewing zenith angles (⇥v = 0�, 30� and 60�) withand four

viewing azimuth angles each: (�v = 0�, 45�, 90� and 180�). The azimuths of viewing angles relative to the cirrus field are

represented in Figure 1. This figure shows the cirrus cloud field simulated by 3DCLOUD based on the mid latitude summer

meteorological profiles already used in Fauchez et al. (2017b). No aerosol is added and the surface is Lambertian with a con-25

stant albedo of 0.05. Top panels show the vertical profiles of ice water content (IWC) along the red lines in the optical thickness

field, which is shown in the bottom panels for different viewing angles. Note that the cirrus vertical profile looks very different

as a function of the viewing geometryalong different azimuths. The wind direction is following the �v = 45� arrow leading to clearly

visible virga features at this angle. Note that the azimuth view angles �v = 225� and 270� are shown on this figurefor comparison

to other angles, but reflectances are not computed for these viewing azimuths due to computational time reasonslimitations.30

Figure 2 (a) shows the cirrus optical thickness field at 0.86 µm at 50 m spatial resolution, and Fig. 2 (b) shows the cor-

responding 3D reflectance field at nadir. 100One hundred billions of fictive light particles (FLIPs (Pujol, 2015), referenced

hereafter as photons) are computed in 13 hours3.5 days on 2048 parallel cores of the NCCS discover supercomputer (see ac-
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knowledgements) for 3D computations of solar reflectances within an accuracy of about 0.1%.

3 Decomposition of the effects of cloud heterogeneity and 3D radiative transfer on simulated reflectances

Clouds are complex 3D structures where solar and terrestrial radiations follow 3D pathspropagate in a three-dimensional space.5

However, in current retrieval algorithms, for simplification and/or computational reasons, the homogeneous independent pixel

approximation (IPA, Cahalan et al. (1994)) is commonly applied: each portion of the observed cloudy scene is sampled in

pixels, and each pixel is assumed to be horizontally and vertically homogeneous as well as radiatively independent of its neighbors

(1D radiative transfer assumption). The sub-pixel horizontal heterogeneity leads to the plane-parallel and homogeneous bias

(PPHB) because of the non-linearity between optical properties and radiance/reflectance. The 1D assumption leads to several10

effects describing below in terms of 3D radiative effects. Both effects (IPA bias and PPHB) are strongly dependent on the

sensor spatial resolution. The sub-pixel heterogeneity effects increase for coarser spatial resolutions, while 3D effects linked

to net horizontal photon transport between columns increase for finer spatial resolutions. The range of spatial resolutions for

which either the IPA biases or the PPHB are dominant depends on the wavelength. Off course for thermal wavelength no

illumination and shadowing effects are present and in addition cloud absorption is much larger for thermal infrared than for15

solar wavelengths leading to larger PPHB but smaller IPA effect (because of less scattering).

To study cirrus heterogeneities that can affect solar reflectances, we simulate 1D solar reflectances with 3DMCPOL fol-

lowing the common homogeneous IPA retrieval assumption. COT is first averaged from the highest spatial resolution (50 m) to the

spatial resolution of interest (up to 10 km) before performing the 1D RT calculations. ConversevelyIn turn, 3D reflectances are

always computed at 50 m resolution and are then aggregated to a given spatial resolution (from 50 m to 10 km). The difference20

�R between 3D and 1D reflectances obtained this way corresponds to the combined impact of cloud heterogeneities and 3D RTtotal bias

including sub-pixel cloud heterogeneities and IPA biases on the TOA reflectances.

HoweverTo go further, it is useful to distinguish the followingthe amplitude and scale of the different effects and radiative

processes that impact cloud-top reflectances when 3D RT inside heterogeneous pixels are compared to 1D RT inside homogeneous pixelsthe25

homogeneous and IPA assumption are used:

1. The Plane-Parallel and Homogeneous Bias assumption (PPHB);

2. Optical propertyRadiative impact of vertical inhomogeneity (not considered here);

3. The Tilted and Homogeneous Extinction Approximation Bias (THEAB); and

4. 3D radiative effects due to the non-radiative non-independence of the pixels.30

Plane-parallel and homogeneous assumption bias (PPHB): In current operational satellite retrieval algorithms, the scene

within each observed pixel is assumed to be horizontally homogeneous. The impact of the sub-pixel horizontal heterogeneity
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clearly depends on the sensor spatial resolution (Oreopoulos and Davis, 1998). In Fig. 3 we plot the reflectances R1D
50m esti-

mated with a 1D RT calculation at 50 m for 0.86 µm and 2.13 µm channels, respectively, as a function of the 50 m optical

thickness at 0.86 µmat 50 m. We see that the relation between reflectance and optical thickness is increasing (the thicker is

the cloud, the more light is reflected) but is non-linear. Indeed, between two reflectances R1D1 and R1D2, the averaged reflectance, R1D

corresponds to a smaller optical thickness than the averaged optical thickness corresponding to the two reflectancesthe reflectance of the averaged

optical thickness R
COT

is larger than the average reflectance of the optical thicknesses R1D. This is the Jensen’s inequality5

(Newman et al., 1995), usually called the plane-parallel and homogeneous bias (PPHB, Cahalan et al. (1994); Cahalan et al.

(1995), Oreopoulos and Davis (1998)). Note that we plot 1D but not 3D reflectances and not 3D ones onlyspecifically to highlight

the effect of the PPHB.

Vertical inhomogeneity (not considered here): For the same optical thickness, the vertical distribution of the ice crystal10

CER and IWC may have an impact on TOA reflectances and retrieved CERcloud retrievals. For instance, Zhang et al. (2010)

showed that the vertically homogeneous column assumption used in solar reflectance bi-spectral and thermal infrared retrieval

techniques may lead to underestimates of COT and CER of thin cirrus due to the non-linear dependaence of ice crystal scatter-

ing properties on the effective particle size. However, because in this studysince we are interested in the impact of the space sensor

horizontal spatial resolution on TOA VNIR/SWIR reflectances, we do not consider the vertical heterogeneity.15

Tilted and homogeneous extinction approximation bias (THEAB): This effect concerns off-nadir viewing geometries.

At the spatial resolution of a spaceborne imager, the tilted line of sight can cross several atmospheric columns above the surface

for a single observed cirrus pixels, while in the operational algorithms, each cloudy column is assumed horizontally infinite and

homogeneous. More detailed explanation will be given on section 4.3 but this effect can lead to a smoothing of the radiative20

field from an sideview because each line of sight encounters many cloudy columns and voxels (pixel in volume) of various

optical properties. This is shown in Fig. 4 where we can see the oblique line of sight crossing voxels of various extinction while

the IPA considers only the column underneath the observe pixel. The THEAB column, which is then uprighted, is therefore

different from the IPA column. Note that both column has the same vertical extension, but for the THEAB the extinction in

each voxel has been adjusted to account for the longer oblique path. and overall the total optical path along each line of sight is equivalent25

leading on average, to a more homogeneous viewStatistically, each line of sight will cross voxels with a wide range of extinction along

its path leading to similar total optical paths between each of these line of sight. . See for example (e.g. Várnai and Davies (1999);

Varnai and Marshak (2003), Kato and Marshak (2009)).

3D radiative effects: In addition to the impact of the heterogeneity in the cloudy column, the IPA can lead to significant30

retrieval errors due to the horizontal photon transport between nearby columns (Várnai and Davies (1999); Varnai and Mar-

shak (2001, 2003); Marshak and Davis (2005), Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005), Kato and Marshak (2009), etc.). Indeed, for

3D radiative transfer, photons can cross several cloudy columns having different optical properties, though horizontal transport

depends strongly on particle absorption and so can vary widely between VNIR and SWIR imager channels for the same pixel
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(e.g., Platnick (2001)). SeveralThree distinct categories of 3D effects are worth mentioning:35

1. Horizontal radiation transport (HRT) (Davies (1978), Kobayashi (1993),Davis and Marshak (2001), Várnai and

Davies (1999); Varnai and Marshak (2003)): photons can be transported from one cloud column to another. Marshak

et al. (1995) have determined that the radiative smoothing scale L due to photon horizontal transport (or photon diffu-

sion) is expressed by L=H ⇥
p
(1� g)COT where H is the cloud geometrical thickness, COT the optical thickness5

and "g" the asymmetry parameter of the phase function. It has been found thatHorizontal transport leads to the escapes of

photon’s escapes from the cloud (leakage effect) are concentrated where the optical thickness is the thinnest because first,

photons in thin columns have less chance to be absorbed or scattered toward another column, and second, because pho-

tons in neighboring columns with stronger scattering have morea higher chance to leave the cloud if they are scattered

toward a neighboring column with a smaller extinction coefficient. Therefore, the net flux of photons tends to flow from10

thick to thin regions. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 where are plotted 3D and 1D Nadir reflectances at 1 km as a function of

the optical thickness and where we can see that the 1 km reflectances are smaller in 3D than in 1D for large COT while

the opposite is true for small COT. This increases the reflectance of optically thin pixels and decreases the reflectance of

optically thick ones. This is confirmed by Fig. 6 (a) that shows nadir reflectances at 50 m (R50m) as a function the optical

thickness ⌧0.86 µm in 3D and 1D for channels centered at 0.86 µm and 2.13 µm for a solar zenith angle of ⇥s = 0�.15

We note, however, that the impact of density variations on the flow of net radiation is inherently scale dependent. For

example, large-scale structures may guide the net radiation to flow toward and through small pockets of high density.

For zenith sun we can see that, due to the HRT, for small ⌧0.86 µm ( 2), 3D reflectances are larger than 1D reflectances

while for larger ⌧0.86 µm, 3D reflectances are smaller than 1D reflectancesdue to the HRT. We note that HRT, as described

above, dominates only for not too tilted sun (⇥s = 0� for Fig 6a and ⇥s = 30� for 6b). For oblique sun (Fig 6c), the20

trend reverses as 3D reflectances exceed 1D ones for optical thicknesses larger than about 5 and 3D reflectances are lower

than 1D ones for smaller optical thicknesses. Increase of 3D reflectances oblique sun is caused by the side illumination

discussed below.

2. Side illumination effect (Wendling (1977), Varnai and Marshak (2003), Zhang et al. (2012)): This effect occurs when photons25

of the incoming sunlight travel obliquely which globally increases the reflectance of the cloud by comparison to what is expected in the 1D theory

(Loeb and Davies, 1996) as we can see Fig.6 (c) for which most of the 3D reflectances are larger than 1D reflectances.This effect occurs when

photons of the incoming sunlight travel obliquely and enter a cloud through its side, rather than the top. In contrast to the

HRT, side illumination tends to increase the reflectance of thicker clouds for backward and overhead viewing directions

(Loeb and Davies, 1996) as we can see in Fig. 6 (c), where most of the 3D reflectances are larger than 1D reflectances.30

3. Shadowing effect (L. H. Chambers (1997), Zuidema and Evans (1998), Varnai and Marshak (2003), Zhang et al. (2012)):

As forSimilarly to side illumination, this effect occurs when sunlightincoming solar photons traveled slantwisediagonally,
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but this time, photons first reach a cloudy column with a large extinction, deprivingwhich blocks neighbor cloudy columns from

incoming photons from reaching the thinner columns behind it ("upward trapping" process illustrated in Fig 5a of Varnai

and Davies (1999)). Note that 3D reflectances are closer to 1D reflectances values for ⇥s = 60� (Fig. 6c) than for an overhead sun (Fig. 6a) for

this range of optical thickness.

The first 3D effect acts to smooth the radiation field structure, whereas the second and the third effects lead to a roughen-

ing effect of the radiation field. Smoothing is an isotropic effect accounting for large scattering orders, whereas roughening5

actsoccurs mainly in the solar plane by affecting direct and low order scattered sunlight (Zuidema and Evans (1998); Varnai

and Marshak (2003); Oreopoulos and Cahalan (2005)). Also, the side illumination effect is usually larger than the shadowing

effect (Varnai and Marshak (2003)). On average, columns with large optical thickness are more highlighted from the side but they also block part of

the photons from reaching the neighboring columns.

Note that all of these effects are dependent on the cloud optical thickness heterogeneity, the vertical inhomogeneity of the10

volume extinction, the variation of the cloud top and base altitude (always considered flat in our study) as well as the solar and

viewing angles. All combined together, The total effect due to cloud inhomogeneity and 3D radiative transfer areis therefore very

complex and dependent on the spatial resolution.

4 Cirrus horizontal inhomogeneity and 3D effects as a function of the observation scale15

4.1 Horizontal heterogeneity and 3D effectsOverall differences between 3D and 1D reflectances

In nature, radiative transfer occurs in 3D not in 1D. Therefore, in addition to the PPHB, 3D radiative effects influence the spectral

reflectance of a given pixel due to its radiative connection betweento its neighbors. These 3D effects includes various effects such

as the HRT between cloudy columns or side illumination and shadowing effect for oblique Sun illumination. To compare

reflectances issue from a 3D radiative transfer through a heterogeneous pixel with reflectances from the 1D homogeneous pixel20

assumption, we estimated the arithmetic mean difference between aggregated 3D at x km and non-aggregated (coarser-resolution) 1D

reflectancesof the mean optical thickness at x km, with respect to the 3D aggregated reflectance in percentage, as follows:

�R(3D� 1D) (%) =
100

R3Dxkm
⇥ [

NX

i=1

(R3D
xkm

�R1Dxkm)]/N, (1)

withwhere R3D
xkm

is the averaged of 3D radiancesreflectances computed at 50 m resolution, R1Dxkm is the 1D radiancesre-

flectances computed atfor the optical thickness averaged over x km and N is the number of pixels at the spatial resolution25

x km. Note that because the PPHB is already included in Eq. 3, the comparison here shows the total bias including how the nonlinearity

of the relationship between reflectance and optical thickness, combined withand the 3D radiative effectsand solar geometries, affects

TOA reflectances for a given view angle and spatial resolution.
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Some effects such as the HRT may have almost nil effectno impact on average reflectances but locally, at the pixel scale,

they may have large positive and negative magnitudeseffects. We therefore estimate the mean absolute magnitude of the total

effect by calculating the absolute mean difference between aggregated 3D and non-aggregated 1D reflectances, relative to the 3D

aggregated reflectance in percentage, as follows:

|�R(3D� 1D)| (%) =
100

R3Dxkm
⇥ [

NX

i=1

(|R3D
xkm

�R1Dxkm|)]/N, (2)5

Figure 8 shows �R(3D� 1D) (panels (a), (b) and (c)) and |�R(3D� 1D)| (panels (d), (e) and (f)) at 0.86 µm as a

function of the spatial resolution (ranging from 50 m to 10 km), for various viewing and solar angles. Firstof all, we see that

�R(3D� 1D) is on average negative for most of the spatial resolutions, viewing and solar angles and is larger than the 3%

MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty., mainly due to the HRT (see Fig. 6) and PPHB for optical thicknesses larger than 5 (see Fig. 3)How-

ever, at ⇥v = 60� we see that �R(3D� 1D) changes sign. This is because the THEAB, which is a positive bias, is stronger at high resolutions and large10

view angles (see Fig 13). Indeed, as previously stated, in 3D RT the HRT acts mostly by moving photons from thick to thin areas leading to an increase of

reflectances for small optical thicknesses and a decrease of reflectances for large optical thicknesses in comparison to 1D RT. Furthermore, |�R(3D� 1D)|

is, on average, decreasing with ⇥s (except at ⇥v = 60�; �v = 180�), because the PPHB is stronger (at coarser resolutions, cf. Fig 11 (d), (e) and (f)) and

because the HRT from thick to thin areas is mitigated by the side illumination effect (at higher spatial resolutions). In 3D, the side illumination effect leads

many photons to be first intercepted by thick regions, without reaching thin regions, contrary to cases with an overhead Sun. In turn, this leads to a larger15

reflectance in thick regions and to a smaller reflectance in thin regions, but on average, 3D reflectances at ⇥s = 60� are closer to 1D reflectances than for an

overhead Sun (see Fig. 7 for illustrationFor nadir view,�R(3D� 1D) and especially |�R(3D� 1D)| tend to be the smallest for nadir

viewbecause of no THEAB see explanation in section 4.3, and they are almost constant over thewide ranges of spatial resolutions and ⇥s.

For oblique views, the larger the viewing zenith view angle ⇥v , the larger is �R(3D� 1D) and |�R(3D� 1D)| (see THEAB in

section 4.3), except for �v = 45�. This view is directly parallel to the fallstreaks of the cirrus, where the variability along the line20

of sight is the smallest (see Fig. 1 (b) and (e)). We can also see that due to the THEAB, �R(3D� 1D) is positive for ⇥v = 60�

for several �v for the highestfinest spatial resolutions (see section 4.3 on the THEAB). Indeed by comparing these results with those

of Fig. 13, we can see that, for spatial resolutions below 1 km, the THEAB is the dominant effect for large solar zenith angles. The absolute THEAB effect

|�R(1Do.e� 1D)| is even larger than the total effect |�R(3D� 1D)| which is reduced by the radiative smoothing.

25

Figure 9 is the same as Fig. 8 but for 2.13 µm reflectances.shows �R(3D� 1D) (panels (a), (b) and (c)) and |�R(3D� 1D)| (panels

(d), (e) and (f)) at 2.13 µm as a function of the solar zenith angle ⇥s for and for various viewing angles.Comparing with Fig. 8for 0.86 µm reflectances

We can see that the amplitude of �R(3D� 1D) and |�R(3D� 1D)| are smaller at 2.13 µm for low solar zenith angles (⇥s = 0 and

30�)very similar. Indeed, because of the larger cloud absorption in the SWIR channel, the HRT is reduced. But at ⇥s = 60� the cloud extinction is also

strong at 0.86 µm, leading to similar �R(3D� 1D) and |�R(3D� 1D)| amplitudes. Because the effects are similar between the VNIR and SWIR30

channelsof this similarity between the effects on NIR and SWIR reflectances, in the later figures we only focus on the VNIR

channel centered 0.86 µm to avoid overloading the manuscript.
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In Fig. 10, we can see the influence of the solar azimuth angle on �R and |�R|. For this particular cloud geometry, the largest �R

and |�R| is for a solar azimuth angle �s = 180� because the side illumination effect is the strongest in forward scatteringThe weakest absolute effect35

|�R| is for a solar azimuth angle �s = 0�. However, the differences are relatively small over the solar azimuth angles because

each of the three angles highlights the cirrus fallstreaks obliquely (see Fig. 1 to compare with viewing angles). Indeed, while

cirrus clouds with fallstreaks are particularly heterogeneous as highlightedilluminated from different solar azimuth angles, the

relative small optical thickness of cirrus does not lead to large azimuthal dependency.

5

Like other effects, the importance of 3D effects is dependent on the spatial resolution. It is complicated to represent their relative effect since they can

either increase or decrease the reflectances (smoothing by HRT or roughening by side illumination and shadowing). However, the mean deviation due to 3D

effects at each spatial resolution can be obtained by subtracting the absolute value of PPHB (|�R(1D50m � 1D)|, the THEAB being already included in the

PPHB) from the total absolute mean difference |�R(3D� 1D)| such as 3D effects= |�R(3D� 1D)| - PPHB. Figure ?? represents the absolute values |3D

effects| as a function of the spatial resolution for solar angles ⇥s from 0 to 60� with the solar azimuth angle set at �s = 0� and for a various view angles. In10

contrast to the PPHB, 3D effects are large for small pixel sizes and then decrease with coarsening spatial resolutions. Indeed, at small pixel sizes, photons with

a given mean free path can cross a lot of pixels. Comparing with the absolute THEAB in Fig. 13, the absolute 3D effects are slightly smaller follow the same

decreasing with coarsening spatial resolutions. Note that the dependence on the view azimuth angle is due to the fall streak structure of this particular cirrus

field.

4.2 Plane parallel and homogeneous bias15

When all the various effects relative to pixel optical property inhomogeneity, radiation transport, and oblique viewing geom-

etry act together, it is difficult to separate their relative contributions. Following Varnai and Marshak (2003), the horizontal

inhomogeneity effects due to the PPHB can be isolated from 3D effects by using 1D radiative transfer calculations. Nadir

1D reflectances aggregated from the native spatial resolution (50 m) can be compared to reflectances computed at a given

spatial resolution following the homogeneous pixel assumption. This difference, relative to the 3D aggregated reflectance in20

percentage, is expressed by Eq. 3, and is shown in Fig. 11.

�R(1D� 1D) (%) =
100

R3Dxkm
⇥ [

NX

i=1

(R1D
xkm

�R1Dxkm)]/N, (3)

where R1D
xkm

and R3D
xkm

denotes the averaged 1D and 3D reflectances, respectively, computed at 50 m and R1Dxkm is

the 1D radiance computed for the averaged optical thickness of x km-size areas.

The finest spatial resolution for this figure is at 100 m because at 50 m (native spatial resolution) there are no aggregated reflectances. As we can expect25

�R(1D� 1D) is negative, the PPHB increases overall as the spatial resolutionpixel size increases with the largest �R(1D�1D)

occurring at 10 km spatial resolution, i.e. when the entire cloud field is assumed homogeneous. As we have already seen in

Fig. 3, in most of the optical thickness range (� 2), the PPHB leads to averaged reflectances smaller than the reflectances com-

puted for the averaged optical thickness, such that, on average, �R(1D�1D)< 0. The PPHB is the dominant effect at coarse
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spatial resolutions, explaining while the total bias �R(3D� 1D) in Fig. 8 is negative for every viewing and solar angles at30

resolutions coarser than 1 km. Also, we can see that for an overhead sun (panel (a)), the PPHB �R is smaller than the MODIS

reflectance measurement uncertainty of ±3% (Xiong et al., (2005, 2017)) represented by the horizontal dash lines, except for

⇥v = 60� (blue lines) from 500 m spatial resolution and beyond. Therefore, for this particular scene and an overhead sun, the

PPHB is not significant except for very large viewing angles. Also, we can see that the PPHB increases with increasing solar

zenith angle (moving from (a) to (c)). Indeed, t because of the increasing of the non-linearity of the reflectance vs. COT relation

(compare the blue or greenmagenta curves of 1D reflectances in Fig. 6 (a) and (c)) making the PPHB (which arises from this

nonlinearity) much stronger. But again, the PPHB becomes significant for spatial resolutions coarser than 250 m for a very5

large viewing zenith angle (⇥v = 60�) at low solar zenith angle, or at very high solar zenith angle (⇥s = 60�) at any viewing

angle. Note that for sun at zenith, the PPHB effect is tiny, almost 0 except for large viewing zenith angles (⇥v = 60�, blue lines) where the extinction is

very large along the line of sight. This conclusion is different from Varnai and Marshak (2003)because cirrus optical thickness is, on average, smaller than

stratocumulus optical thicknesses leading to a weaker PPHB, which is overall very weak for nadir views at all spatial resolutions. In addition, this conclusion

is also drastically different from that of Fauchez et al. (2017a)for thermal infrared wavelengths, where the PPHB dominates beyond about 250 m. Indeed in10

the TIR, the cloud absorption is larger and the source of radiative emission is not the Sun but the atmosphere, the cloud and the surface. Furthermore, the large

temperature difference between the cirrus and the surface leads to large brightness temperature inhomogeneities and therefore large PPHB.This conclusion

is different from that of Fauchez et al. (2017a) for thermal infrared wavelengths, where the PPHB dominates for Nadir view

beyond about ⇠ 250m. Indeed in the TIR, the cloud absorption is larger and the source of radiative emission is not the Sun but

the atmosphere, the cloud and the surface. Furthermore, the large temperature difference between the cirrus and the surface15

leads to large brightness temperature inhomogeneities and therefore large PPHB.

4.3 Tilted and homogeneous extinction approximation bias (THEAB)

When the viewviewing zenith angle is large, the bias due to the tilted view of the cloudy scenes called THEAB may also

significantly impact the difference between TOA reflectances estimated with the 1D horizontal homogeneous cloud assumption20

and those corresponding to the reality of the 3D radiative transfer. For cloud observations from TOA, an oblique line of sight

may cross many different cloudy columns, while the 1D plane parallel and homogeneous assumption considers only a single

cloudy column above the observation pixel, assumed horizontally infinite with vertically heterogeneous extinction coefficient

(see Fig. 4). The THEAB is therefore a consequence of the PPHB for oblique view. In essence, the Tilted and Homogeneous Extinction

Approximation (THEA) can be considered a variant of the Tilted Independent Pixel Approximation (TIPA) used in earlier25

studies (e.g., Várnai and Davies (1999); Wapler and Mayer (2008); Frame et al. (2009), Wissmeier et al. (2013)), but with the

tilting based on the view direction instead of the solar direction. A somewhat similar concept to THEA was used in Evans et al.

(2008), where reflectances were related to cloud properties calculated along the slanted line of sight. Overall, Each of themtilted

line of sight crosses large, medium and small extinctions through many different columns leading to an average optical paths

similar between each tilted columns and therefore a more homogeneous field of view; for the 1D plane-parallel assumption, where only a unique30

homogeneous column is crossed and each of them are different.the field of view appears more homogeneous than the one with independent
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cloudy columns (1D assumption) with small optical thickness juxtaposed to large optical thickness. This effect is shown in Fig.

12 where we can see that the optical thickness field at 50 m spatial resolution view from 60� zenith angle is much smoother

than the one see from nadir. We can also see that the extinction plumes are stretched out, spreading and smoothing the cloud

extinction over the columns. Indeed, for a voxel horizontal and vertical sizes of 50 m and 72 m, respectively, and a ⇥v = 60�,

the line of sight reaching the top of a given voxel from its center (see Fig. 4) then cross horizontally 72⇥ tan(60)⇠ 125 m,

i.e. two adjacent voxels before reaching the underneath cloud layer. To highlight only the THEAB without considering the5

horizontal radiative transport effect we compared 1D reflectances computed with the homogeneous, independent and infinite

pixel assumption (named 1D) to those computed with the independent but non-infinite pixel assumption (named 1Do.e for

oblique extinction). In the latter situation, the line of sight allowed to cross neighboring cloudy columns, but the columns

arewere still radiatively independent (i.e., this is not 3D RT). For each pixel, we have re-created a 1D cloud for which the optical

thickness per layer corresponds to the oblique optical thickness of the 3D heterogeneous extinction field but keeping the cell10

dimension constant. In other words, We have ran 1D RT using the oblique columns crossed as adjacent vertical cloud layers (i.e.,

tilted the oblique columns crossed to a vertical column). The relative and absolute differences, with respect to the 3D aggre-

gated reflectance in percentage, are estimated following equations 4 and 5, respectively, and are also represented in Fig. 13 (a),

and (b), respectively.

�R(1Do.e. � 1D) (%) =
100

R3Dxkm
⇥ [

NX

i=1

(R1Dxkm

o.e.
�R1Dxkm)]/N, (4)15

|�R(1Do.e. � 1D)| (%) =
100

R3Dxkm
⇥ [

NX

i=1

(|R1Dxkm

o.e.
�R1Dxkm|)]/N, (5)

In Fig. 13, we see that for a viewing zenith angle of ⇥v = 30�, the relative value �R is, on average, equal or below the

MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty, while locally the absolute value of THEAB (|�R|) can reach few tens of per-

cents. as expected, that for oblique sun and off-nadir view the THEAB is the largest for the finest spatial resolutions, because the pixel size is small and thus

an oblique line of sight can cross many different columns during its paths through the cloud. There is a small dependence on the view azimuth angle with20

the largest effect at �v = 180�. The THEAB is more important for large viewviewing zenith angles because the number of columns

crossed by the line of sight increases with the viewviewing zenith angle. The THEAB also increases with the solar zenith angle

from 30� to 60� for much of the same reasons. There is a small dependence on the viewing azimuth angle with the largest effect

at �v = 180�. Because the optical thickness field from the 1Do.e. appears more homogeneous than for 1D for the finest spatial

resolutions, the difference R1Dxkm
o.e.

�R1Dxkm is positive. This explain why for the finest spatial resolution and viewing zenith25

angle the total bias �R(3D� 1D) in Fig. 8 (0.86 µm) and Fig. 9 (2.13 µm) is positive. By comparing these results with those

of Fig. 8 we can see that, for spatial resolutions below 1 km, the THEAB is the dominant effect for large solar zenith angles.

The absolute THEAB effect |�R(1Do.e� 1D)| is even larger than the total effect |�R(3D� 1D)| which is reduced by the

radiative smoothing. At a pixel size of 2.5 km, the large pixel size reduces the THEAB, which becomes almost nullzero, since

less different cloudy columns are crossedas when observation pixel resolution increases, differences between tilted and vertical optical30
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thicknesses logically reduce. ; Thus, the PPHB thus becomes the dominant effect. Note that the spatial resolution from which the THEAB

becomes almost null will depend on the horizontal extent and geometrical thickness of the cloud. The horizontally longer and/or geometrically thicker the

cloud, the coarser the spatial resolution at which the THEAB becomes insignificant. Note that we choice to calculated the THEAB instead of

the TIPA bias because only the former helps to understand why �R is positive for the small scales and negative for the larges,

even when the Sun is at zenith (no TIPA bias). The TIPA bias is implicitly included in the 3D effects discussed in section 4

Like other effects, the importance of 3D effects is dependent on the spatial resolution. 3D effects refer to both radiative

(HRT, side illumination and shadowing) and geometric (THEAB) 3D effects. In Fig. 14 we can see the relative difference due5

to 3D effects calculating from the total difference minus the PPHB (in percentage relative to the 3D reflectances) for a Sun at

zenith and for viewing angles of ⇥s = 0�, 30� and 60�. The difference, averaged over the field, for each spatial resolution is

represented by the solid line and the 10th and 90th percentiles of the difference are represented by the shaded area. Note that

Fig. 14 is for sun at zenith, consequently only HRT are present with no shadowing and illumination effects. We can see that,

at the pixel scale, HRT can have a positive or negative impact on the reflectance but that the average value (averaged over the10

entire field) is constant over the spatial resolutions. Also, as expected, we see that the amplitude of HRT is much larger for fine

(up to +150 %, down to �200 %) and decrease with the decrease of the spatial resolutions. Note that negative differences are

larger than positive differences. Negative reflectance differences are associated with a darkening of the radiation because the

HRT reduces the reflectances of large optical thicknesses (see Fig. 5). To not overload Fig. 14 with too many viewing and solar

angle we have summarized the relative 3D effects averaged over the 10 km field in Table 2. The interpretation of Table 2 is not15

easy and further study need to be conducted to give consolidated conclusions but some clues can still be given. In this table,

we can see that for a Sun at zenith (no side illumination nor shadowing effects) and a view from nadir (no THEAB), 3D effects

correspond to HRT only and the averaged difference is negative. However, for a Sun at Zenith (first line) and for the largest

viewing zenith angles ⇥v = 60�, the differences are less negatives and are even positives for viewing azimuths �v = 90� and

�v = 180�. This is due to the THEAB which increase the reflectances (see Fig. 13). This effect is less strong at �v = 0� and20

is weak at �v = 45� because the line of sight is parallel to the fallstreaks leading to i) a similar extinction through the crossed

columns and ii) a reducing of the fallkstreaks reflectances due to HRT. For a Sun off-zenith, the effects of shadowing and side

illumination are added to those of the HRT. At ⇥s = 30�, we can see that the negatives differences dominate because of the

HRT, except again for for ⇥v = 60� with �v = 0, 90 and 180�. For ⇥s = 60�, two effects can reduced the negative differences

and even lead to positive differences. The illumination effects that increase the 3D reflectances and the THEAB, in particular25

for the ⇥v = 60�.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we have modeled a typical cirrus cloud withfield, with a constant CER= 20 µm using the 3DCLOUD model with

typical characteristics. Only one cirrus structure has been modeled for computational time reasons, but many spatial resolutions,

viewing and solar angles have been considered. However, the radiative processes discussed here can be extrapolatedgeneral-30

ized to other cirrus clouds, with some differences depending on cirrus structure (whether fallstreaks are included or excluded),
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solar and view geometries, average optical thickness etc. Simulation of the radiative transfer through this scene have been performed with the

3DMCPOL code for 0.86 and 2.13 µm reflectances have been simulated for this scene using the 3DMCPOL code for various

configurations: 1) Full 3D radiative transfer at high spatial resolution, 2) 1D radiative transfer at various spatial resolutions, for

whichtaking into account the extinction variability along the oblique line of sightis take into account (like in 3D), and 3) Vertically

homogeneous 1D radiative transfer at various spatial resolutions. The spatial resolutions considered here are rangedrange from

50 m to 10 km. By comparing the results of these simulations, the paper examined three types of effects: the plane-parallel

and homogeneous approximation bias (PPHB) due to the non-linear relationship between optical thickness and reflectance, the

tilted and homogeneous extinction approximation bias (THEAB) due to the fact thatthat arises because in 1D, the line of sight is5

assumed to remain in a single vertical column, while in reality, it can cross many different cloudy columns and the 3D effects

due to 3D radiative effects such as the horizontal transport of photons between pixels (HRT) or (for oblique sun) side illu-

mination and shadowing effects, associated with the 3D geometrical effect of the THEAB. The relative contribution of these

three effects onto the TOA reflectances is strongly dependent on spatial resolution but also on cloud structure. No particular

differences have been noticed between 0.86 and 2.13 µm channels (except in the magnitude of the effects); therefore, for10

clarity, most of the figures show results for the 0.86 µm channel only. For the particular configuration of a cirrus uncinus, we

have emphasized the following points:

– For nadir observations:

– Below 2.5 km spatial resolution, 3D effects are dominant.

• For overhead Sun, HRT is the only 3D effect and can reach +20 % and �60 % in a 50 m spatial resolution15

pixel.

• For oblique Sun, side illumination effect mitigates the HRT from thick to thin regions, leading to smaller3D radiative effects

such as side illumination and shadowing modify the differences between 3D and 1D reflectances which can

reach +120 % and �170 % (⇥s = 30�) and +150 % and �200 % (⇥s = 60�) in a 50 m spatial resolution

pixel.20

– At spatial resolution coarser than 2.5 km, the PPHB is the dominant effect.

– For an observation off-nadiroff-nadir observations:

– Similar conclusion to nadir observations except that below 2.5 km spatial resolution and for a very large viewing

zenith angle of ⇥v = 60� and an viewing azimuth not parallel to the fallstreaks, the dominant effect is THEAB, rather than

3DIn addition to illumination effects, the THEAB leads to increase the 3D reflectances (radiative) effects.25

For off-nadir observations, the THEAB is very large mostly for ⇥s = 60� and for high spatial resolutions (small pixels,

roughly below about 250 m1 km), especially for a line of sight crossing perpendicularly the fallstreaks of cirrus uncinus. This

bias is difficult to evaluate from observations, as this would need an active sensor, such as a lidar, looking at an oblique view

angle. For low spatial resolutions (large pixel sizes, roughly > 2.5 km) the PPHB is the largest effect when compared to higher
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spatial resolutions. Note that this spatial resolution is different fromslightly larger than thatthe roughly > 1 km estimated by Davis30

et al. (1994) for stratocumulus clouds; of roughly > 1 km the difference is certainly due to the larger optical thickness of those cloudsthe

weaker optical thickness of the studied cirrus cloud. Between thisthese two ranges, competition between 3D effects, THEAB

and PPHB isare complicated and will depend on the cloud structure and the viewing and solar geometries. It is therefore difficult

to generalize the conclusions for this intermediate range to other cirrus clouds. It is also important to noticeConcerning 3D effects,

the relative influence of the HRT (leading to a net flux of photons mostly from thick to thin regions), occurring regardless of the solar

geometry versus side illumination and shadowing effects which (mostly increasing the reflectance of large optical thicknesses,

but blocking the photons from eventually reaching thinner neighbor regions) is dependent on the Sun zenith angle. At moderate

Sun zenith angles (0� and 30� in our simulations), the HRT is dominant over the side illumination effects leading overall to a5

negative 3D effect. However when the Sun is very low (60� in our simulations), the side illumination mitigate the effects of

both, HRT and shadowing leading to weaker 3D effects. Note that, 3D effects, when averaged over the entire field, are constant

whatever the spatial resolutions. Overall, the total differences between 3D and 1D reflectances are mitigated whenincreases with

the solar zenith angles because of the increase of PPHB with the solar zenith angle increases which is different from the conclusions

ofas already shown by Loeb and Davies (1996) onthicker stratocumulus clouds. The overall predominant effect will therefore10

depend on the cloud optical thickness and viewing/solar geometries. Note that the results do not significantly change with a

larger CER than 20µm for 0.86 µm because the optical properties are fairly constant up to CER of 50 µm, but at 2.13 µm the

absorption increases with CER leading to stronger PPHB and weaker 3D effects (because the mean free path is reduced by the

absorption).

In Part I of this study, which focused on the impact of cloud inhomogeneity and 3D effects in thermal infrared channels,15

the PPHB has beenwas found to be larger than 3D effects at resolutions coarser than 100-250 m. This is because the cloud

absorption is much larger in the thermal infrared (TIR), leading to a larger PPHB even at relatively small pixel sizes. The

differences between horizontal inhomogeneity and 3D effects at TIR and VNIR/SWIR channels pose a problem for retrieval

techniques such as the optimal estimation method (OEM, Rodgers (2000)) that use multiple channels from these wavelength

ranges (Fauchez et al., 2017b). In a future study, the impact of such differences in the retrieval of cirrus optical properties will

be investigated using an OEM at five channels across the VNIR/SWIR/TIR ranges and at spatial resolutions ranging from 50 m

to 10 km.
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Figure 1. Top panels ((a), (b) and (c)) vertical distribution of the ice water content (IWC (g/m3)) following the red lines of thethrough the

50 m spatial resolution optical thickness field shown in the bottoms panels ((d), (e) and (ef)) along the red line as a function of the azimuth

viewing angle �v .)
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Figure 2. (a) Optical thickness field at 0.86 µm and (b) solar reflectance field at 0.86 µm at a spatial resolution of 50 m, with nadir view

and overhead Sun.
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Figure 3. 1D reflectances (R1D50m) as a function of the 50 m optical thickness at 0.86 µm (COT
0.86µm

50m ) for channels centered at 0.86 µm

(red) and 2.13 µm (black) for nadir view and overhead Sun. R1D1 and R1D2 represent the average of the two 2.13 µm reflectances between

reflectances R1D1 and R1D2 for whichreflectances corresponding to the optical thicknessesare COT1 and COT2, respectively, and ⌧̄COT is

their averaged value.⌧ is the optical thickness associated with R1D. Because of the non-linearity between R1D and COT , the average reflectance

R1D is smaller than the reflectance of the average optical thickness R
COT

.
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the Tilted Homogeneous Extinction Approximation used for calculating the Tilted Homogeneous Extinc-

tion Approximation Bias (THEAB). The line of sight crosses various cloudy columns with variable extinctions while the Independent Pixel

Approximation (IPA) considers only the cloudy column directly under the observed pixel at the top of the cloud. Note that each cell in the

THEAB looks darker than in the IPA because we account for the longer path through the cell while keeping the cell size constant which

implies to increase the extinction.
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Figure 5. Solar reflectances at 0.86 µm (blue) and 2.13 µm (black) at 1 km spatial resolution computed in 3D (circles) and in 1D (crosses).

We choice to show these reflectances at 1 km to not overload the plot with too many points at finer spatial resolutions but the effect is the

same.
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Figure 6. Reflectances (R50m) for nadir view, as a function of 50 m optical thickness the solar zenith angle ⇥s and 50 m optical thickness, at

0.86 µm (COT
0.86µm

50m ) for channels centered at 0.86 µm (in red and blue colors for 3D and 1D computationsrepresenting by star and dot markers,

respectively) and 2.13 µm (in black and magenta colors withfor 3D and 1D computations representing by star and dot markers, respectively) and

as function of theplotted separately for the three solar zenith angles ⇥s.
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1D

3D

Figure 7. Illustration of the side illuminationshadowing effect. In 1D (top panel), the right column can be highlightedilluminated by the photon

coming from the Sun, while in 3D (bottom panel), an optically thick neighbor region interceptscatters the photon first and scatted it back to

space, increasing the reflectance of the thick region, but reducing the reflectance of the thin region.
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Figure 8. Arithmetic (�R) and absolute (|�R|) differences between 3D and 1D reflectances at 0.86 µm relative to the 3D reflectances in

percentage, estimated with equations 1 (panel (a), (b) and (c)) and 2 (panel (d), (e) and (f)), respectively, as a function of the spatial resolution.

Each line is for a different pair of viewviewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v , respectively, and as a function of theand each panel is for a

different solar zenith angles ⇥s. The horizontal dashed lines represent the MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty of 3% (Xiong et al.,

(2005, 2017)).
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Figure 9. Arithmetic (�R) and absolute (|�R|) differences between 3D and 1D reflectances at 2.13 µm, relative to the 3D reflectances in

percentage, estimated with equations 1 (panel (a), (b) and (c)) and 2 (panel (d), (e) and (f)), respectively, as a function of the spatial resolution.

Each line is for a different pair of viewviewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v , respectively, and as a function of theand each panel is for a

different solar zenith angles ⇥s. The horizontal dashed lines represent the MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty of 3% (Xiong et al.,

(2005, 2017)).
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Figure 10. Mean arithmetic (�R) and absolute (|�R|) differences between 3D and 1D reflectances at 0.86 µm, relative to the 3D re-

flectances in percentage, estimated with equations 1 (panel (a), (b) and (c)) and 2 (panel (d), (e) and (f)), respectively. Each line is for a

different pair of viewviewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v , respectively, and as a function of theand each panel is for a different solar

azimuth angles �s for solar zenith angle ⇥s = 30�. The horizontal dashed lines represent the MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty

of 3% (Xiong et al., (2005, 2017)).
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Figure 11. Plane-Parallel and Homogeneous Bias (PPHB) representing by the arithmetic (�R(1D�1D)) and absolute (|�R|) differences in

percentage between 1D reflectances at 0.86 µm relative to the 3D reflectances in percentage, estimated with Eq. 3 as a function of the spatial

resolution for various viewviewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v , respectively (black, red and blue colors), and solar zenith angles

⇥s (from the left to the right panels). The horizontal dashed lines represent the MODIS reflectance measurement uncertainty of 3% (Xiong

et al., (2005, 2017)).
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Figure 12. Optical thickness (COT) field view from nadir (a) and from a view zenith angle ⇥v = 60� and vertical profile of the cloud

extinction coefficient view from nadir (c) and from ⇥v = 60� (d) along the red line of the COT field in (a) and (b), respectively for a viewing

azimuth angle �v = 180�.
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Figure 13. Tilted and homogeneous extinction approximation bias (THEAB) relative to the 3D reflectances in percentage, estimated withby

equationsEq. 4 (panels (a) and (b)) and 5 (panels (c) and (d)) for solar zenith angles of ⇥s = 30� and ⇥s = 30� and null180� solar azimuth

angle, as a function offor several viewviewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v . The horizontal dashed lines represent the MODIS

reflectance measurement uncertainty of 3% (Xiong et al., (2005, 2017)).
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Figure 14. 3D effects as a function of the spatial resolution relative to the 3D reflectances in percentage. The shade areas correspond to the

range of relative reflectance differences estimated for the 10th and 90th percentiles and the solid lines correspond to the average differences

for different pair of viewing zenith and azimuth angles ⇥v and �v .
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Table 1. MOD06 oOptical properties (extinction coefficient �e, single scattering albedo $0 and asymmetry parameter of the phase function

g) of the ice crystal withdistribution used in this study, which assumes an effective radius of 10 µm and an aggregate column shape provided

by the Yang et al. (2013) model for the four channels use in this study.

�e $0 g

MODIS channel 2 2.0855446 0.9999855 0.7526803

(0.86 µm )

MODIS channel 7 2.100113 0.9621367 0.7898260

(2.13µm )
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Table 2. 3D effects, in percentage relative to the 3D reflectance, averaged over the 10 km field for various viewing zenith and azimuth angles

(resp. ⇥v and �v) and solar zenith and azimuth angles (resp. ⇥s and �s).

Nadir ⇥v = 30� ⇥v = 30� ⇥v = 30� ⇥v = 30� ⇥v = 60� ⇥v = 60� ⇥v = 60� ⇥v = 60�

�v = 0� �v = 45� �v = 90� �v = 180� �v = 0� �v = 45� �v = 90� �v = 180�

Zenith -8.7 -16.9 -12.9 -13.4 -13.4 -8.1 -11.1 6.4 6.2

⇥s = 30�

�s = 0� -14.9 -7.2 -15.7 -16.0 -14.6 -7.6 -14.6 5.8 7.0

�s = 90� -11.6 -15.3 -11.7 -1.6 -5.1 -3.8 -10.0 11.3 12.9

�s = 180� -11.5 -14.8 -11.9 -5.1 -1.9 -4.7 -10.9 12.7 11.1

⇥s = 60�

�s = 0� -3.9 -4.3 -5.2 -2.2 -2.9 15.2 -8.0 10.5 9.8
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